Abstract: This paper proposes a new transformdomain approximale QR Least-Squares-based (TA-QR-LS) algorithm for adaptive Volterra filtering (AVF). It improves the approximate QR LeastSquares (A-QR-LS) algorithm for multichannel adaptive filtering by introducing a unitary transformation to decorrelate the input signal vector so as to achieve better convergence and backing performances. Further, the Givens rotation is used instead of the Householder transformation to reduce the arithmetic complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has much bene1 initial convergence and steady state performance than the LMSbased algorithm. The fast RLS AVF algorithm [q was found to exhibit superior steady state performance when the forgetting factor is chosen to be 0.995, but the tracking performance of the TA-QR-LS algorithm was found to be considerably better.
I INTRODUCTION
is a simple representation of nonlinear systems, which can be used to model a large class of nonlinear engineering systems. For instances, it has been applied to the modeling of nonlinear dynamical systems, interference and noise reduction, and echo cancellation for communication problems, etc.
The input and output relation of a Volterra filter has the following ,form [ I ] :
The Volterra filter where y ( n ) and x(n) are respectively the output and input of the system. h,(rq, nq,..., m,) represents the p t h order Volterra kernel of tbis system, which can he considered to be symmetric [1], [2] . However, the large number of filter coefficients of this expansion Limits its wide application. Therefore, it is usually truncated to a low-order Volterra filter such as the following 2"d order system: U-l ,<n)= C h , ( n l ) x ( n -q ) which has M-ldelay elements. (2) can be written more compactly in matrix form as = 4(+. , 
(4)
..., x(+o -M + I),x'(n -1) .._. where 8, and x,(n) are respectively the coefficient vector and input signal vector. A vety important advantage of the VF is that the output is still a linear function of the system parameters 8,.
Therefore, a treasure of adaptive filtering algorithms such as the well-known least mean squares (LMS) Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section N.
II. TAQR-LS Zd ORDER AVF
The objective of the adaptive Voltena filtering algorithm is to determine the iilter coefficients of the VF given the input x(n) and output d(n) (the desired signal) of the nonlinear system to be identified. The estimation m o r at time instant n is thus given by
If the least squares criterion is used as a performance measure, the following time-averaged squared magnitude error {(n) is minimized:
where the constant 1 is the forgetting factor with a value between 0 and 1. (6) can be written in matrix form as
Where
X,(n) =[~"(o),~"(~),....,x,(n)lr (10)
x,(n) =[x,(n),x2(n) ....., x,(n)lr.
X,(n) and x,,(n) are respectively the data ma& and the received signal vector. Then, the least squares objective function 5(n) in (7) becomes
where
,...., fi.1). Like the conventional adaptive transversal filler, the least squares problem can be solved by performing the QR decomposition (QRD) on the matrix W(n)X,(n). Then
I,
where Q(n) is a ( n + 1) x (n + I) unitary matrix and 'Jl,(n) is an ( N x N ) upper triangular matrix, and
Since Q (n) is a unitary matrix, the square of the Euclidean norm on the left hand side in (12) is equal to {(n) while the norm on the right hand side of (12) reaches its minimum value when 8, is chosen as 'Jlx(n)0, = i , ( n ) . 
A. Stationarv environment
The second-order Volterra filter to be identified is the one used in [6] and is shown as follows: .78x(n)-1.48x(n-1)+1.39x(n-2)+0.04x(n-3) Givens rotation is used instead of the Householder transformation to reduce the arithmetic complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has much better initial convergence and steady state performance than the LMS algorithm. The fast RLS AVF algorithm exhibits superior steady state performance when the forgetting factor is chosen to he 0.995, hut the tracking performance of the TA-QR-LS algorithm was found to be considerably bener.
